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Evolution of a 1D perturbation

Early stages of evolution: small-amplitude wave 
produces an overdensity around x= 0. 
Perturbation in velocity goes in phase (90 deg 
difference)  with the density perturbation

Formation of caustic: density is infinite at 
x=0. The curve of  V(x) has vertical slope at 
the same x=0 distance. 

At later stages particles still keep moving 
along their initial direction: they do not turn 
around in the Zeldovich approximation. 
Now we have two caustics, which move 
away from the central x=0 plane. At each 
point inside the region of the caustics there 
are three flows.  



1D case

Shandarin & Zeldovich 1982



Evolution of a 1D perturbation: beyond Zeldovich approximation

In reality, particles will move away from the center for a short while, then turn around and fall back. This produces a 
more complicated picture illustrated below.  Each folder in the velocity space produces two caustics in real space. At 
each point in real space there are odd number of  flows: 1,3, 5... 



In 2 dimensions:



In 2 dimensions: how filaments join - no crossing.They continue smoothly from 
one to another.

First singularities start in red points. Then they grow to black curves and 
then to blue ones.



In 2 dimensions: formation of a folder inside a filament



In 2 dimensions: 
branching filaments due 
to converging flow along 
filaments



Formation of caustics	

in a simplified 2D 
model, which has 
only very few long-
wave harmonics

Sahni et al 1994



At later moments 
particles start to fly 
through regions of 
high density. This is 
where the Zeldovich 
approximation badly 
fails.



Pattern of light on a paper screen behind 
a block-glass window in our bathroom.	


Glass blocks are made of glass with 
smoothly varying thickness and curvature







3 dimensions:



3 dimensions:



3 dimensions:



3 dimensions:



The Bolshoi 
simulation

ART code	

250Mpc/h Box	

LCDM	

s8 = 0.82	

h  = 0.70	

8G particles	

1kpc/h force resolution	

1e8 Msun/h mass res	

!
dynamical range 262,000	

time-steps = 400,000	

!
NASA AMES 
supercomputing center	

Pleiades computer	

13824 cores	

12TB RAM	

75TB disk storage	

6M cpu hrs	

18 days wall-clock time	

!






